The Corporation of the City of Hamilton

BY-LAW No. 88-244

To Amend:

Streets By-law No. 9329

Respecting:

TREES AND SHRUBS

WHEREAS the Council of The Corporation of the City of Hamilton passed By-law No. 9329 on the 9th day of May, 1961, being the Streets By-law, to regulate, among other things, the planting of trees and shrubs along the boulevards and road allowances in the City of Hamilton;

AND WHEREAS By-law No. 86-77 was passed on the 25th day of February, 1986 to consolidate the Streets By-law No. 9329 as amended to date;

AND WHEREAS the Council of The Corporation of the City of Hamilton, in adopting Item 4(a) of the Eighth Report of the Transport and Environment Committee at its meeting held on the 10th day of May, 1988, directed that By-law No. 9329 (as consolidated by By-law No. 86-77) be amended further with respect to the planting of trees and shrubs on the boulevards and road allowances in the City of Hamilton.

NOW THEREFORE the Council of The Corporation of the City of Hamilton enacts as follows:

1. (1) Section 5(2) of By-law No. 9329, as consolidated by By-law No. 86-77, is further amended by adding thereto the following subsection:

(b) Owners of Land May Plant Shrubs. Subject to subsection (3)(bb), any owner of land abutting on a highway may plant hedges and shrubs and other plant material upon that portion of the highway upon which his or her land abuts and which has been set apart for the purpose of a side-boulevard.

(2) Section 5(2) of By-law No. 9329, as consolidated by By-law No. 86-77, is further amended by inserting after the numeral (2) the letter (a).

2. Section 5(3) of By-law No. 9329, as consolidated by By-law No. 86-77, is amended by adding thereto the following subsection:

(bb) 1. No hedge or shrub or other plant material that is planted within 10 feet of a public sidewalk or curb or edge of a roadway shall be permitted to exceed 30 inches in height.

2. No hedge or shrub or other plant material shall be so planted, or permitted to grow to such an extent, that it overhangs the sidewalk, shoulder or roadway.

3. Section 5 of By-law No. 9329, as consolidated by By-law No. 86-77, is further amended by adding thereto the following subsection:
(10) Pruning. Every person who plants a tree or trees on a side-boulevard within 10 feet of a public sidewalk, curb, or edge of a roadway shall prune the tree or trees to the trunk for the first 8 feet above the ground.

4. In all other respects, section 5 of By-law No. 9329, as consolidated by By-law No. 86-77, is hereby confirmed, unchanged.

5. (1) Section 9(2) of By-law No. 9329, as consolidated by By-law No. 86-77, is amended by adding after the word "hedge" in the sixth line, the following:

   shrub, tree, or other plant material,

(2) Section 9(3) of By-law No. 9329, as consolidated by By-law No. 86-77, is amended by adding after the word "hedge" in the second line, the following:

   shrub, tree or other plant material,

(3) In all other respects, section 9 of By-law No. 9329, as consolidated by By-law No. 86-77 is hereby confirmed, unchanged.

PASSED this 25th day of October A.D. 1988.